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BUYING USED CLOTHING
The rapid rise in the cost of new clothing has
been accompanied by the growing popularity of a
variety of clothing resale outlets. Buying and
selling used clothing has become a way of life. It
is no longer confined to the neighborhood thrift
store or the local rummage sale.
Today's smart shopper is a good bargain
hunter - determined and resourceful. The smart
shopper is independent enough to discover the
excitement and challenge of adding unusual and
inexpensive items to his or her wardrobe by
buying used clothing.
The current term "formerly owned clothing''
takes much of the embarrassment out of buying
used or second-hand clothing. Once a stigma, it
has become a matter· of pride for many
Americans. After all, we purchase used cars and
used furniture. Customers come from all income
levels; steady growth in sales at second-hand
shops will affirm this.
Most thrifty shoppers buy items they can use in
combination with items of clothing already in
their wardrobes. A person shopping in only
second-hand clothing stores and other used
clothing sources could save from 30 to 90 percent
of the original cost of the garment.

Sources of
Used Clothing
The secret of dressing better for less money
may not necessarily be waiting for sales or
knowing how to sew. It is knowing where to
shop. The creative shopper can make clothing
dollars go further by shopping for used clothing
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some of the time. You can find good quality.
inexpensive garments at low prices when you buY.
used clothing. You should become acquainted
with several sources of used clothing as you learn
this type of shopping. Remember though, the
policy is usually no returns and no exchanges,
and it does require additional time on your part.
Yard Sales: Yard sales offer the widest range
of quality and price. Usually prices are lower
than in used clothing stores. A wider selection of
clothing is available at community-wide sales,
held by several families. Go early to get the best
buys.
One disadvantage of yard sales is that in most
cases there is no place to try on the garment. You
can try on coats and jackets, however, and these
should always be tried on for size and fit.
Rummage Sales: Many churches, civic clubs
and other organizations have regular sales each
spring or fall. Often these sales offer ~ wide
selection of quality used clothing at very good
prices. Rummage sales are a popular means of
fund raising by community groups of all kinds.
These sales more closely resemble yard sales in
price, and thrift stores in quality.
Private Sales: Many people advertise single
items or limited items of clothing for sale in the
classified ads in newspapers or community
advertisers. The ad usually states the type
garment, size and phone number. In the case of a
wedding dress or a special-event garment, the ad
may state whether it is new or has been worn
only once or twice. These ads are often sources
for acquiring clothing that is in good condition.
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Some. parents use a reverse of this to obtain
l:lsed clothing for children. They advertise for
clothing to fit a specific age and size child, giving
the phone number and hours to call. A working
mother can save a tremendous amount of time
without visiting yard sales. Often the person
wanting to sell clothing has a variety in the
specified size and is glad to sell it without much
effort.
Thrift Stores: Thrift stores are operated by
charitable organizations such as the Salvation
Army, Goodwill, community service leagues, and
churches. They offer clothing at very low prices.
In these stores, clothing is usually donated and
the profits go to charity. Most stores accept all
clothing given to them. Others receive neverworn items, donated by individuals who simply
did not want to alter the garment after it was
purchased.
Although some clothes in thrift stores are new,
the majority have been worn and are usually out
of style. After a few visits to thrift stores, you
will realize much of the clothing shows evidence
of much wear. A wise shopper who knows fabrics
and quality, however, can spot a garment with
potential for additional wear or remodeling. You
may have to dig through stacks of clothing to
find the fashion or quality you prefer. The real
find is the garment that can be worn "as is."
The end of a season is often an excellent time
to frequent thrift stores. These are times people
clean out closets and discard clothing.
Consignment Stores: Another type of secondhand clothing store is a resale shop that operates
on consignment or for a set price. Prices are
higher than in thrift stores, but clothes are
usually of better quality.
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These stores frequently receive clothes from
department stores or manufacturers who cannot·
otherwise sell them. They also receive clothes
from well-dressed individuals who wear their
clothes a few times, or from those who take very
good care of their clothing and just become tired
of them. Designer fashions sometimes sell at onehalf or less than the original price.
Resale shops buy their merchandise for a flat
fee or operate on consignment, which varies from
30 to 50 percent of the selling price. This means
the owner receives a percentage of the money
paid for the clothes when and if they sell. After
three months, the original owner can usually
come back to pick up anything that has not been
sold.
Consignment sales allow people to clear their
closets of unwanted clothing which they feel is
too valuable to just give away.
You may find shopping in resale stores more
comfortable than in thrift stores. Merchandise is
usually arranged on racks according to size and
garments are required to be clean and in good
condition. Some of the larger stores may accept
credit cards, while others may be strictly cash or
check. You usually find these stores only in
larger cities and major suburban areas. They
may be listed in the telephone Yellow Pages by
such names as "Second Time Around," to indicate
the clothing is not new.
Prices vary according to the original price of the
garment, but they may be as much as two-thirds off
the retail price. Customers limit how much they
will pay for used clothing, so the prices must be
within reason.
The buyer needs to know several things about
buying clothes that have been placed on
consignment. This will help you make your
decisions when you buy.
Consignment stores prefer:
• Clothing be laundered or dry-cleaned and
pressed.
• The garments must be in style and currently
fashionable (usually not more than two years
old).
• Clothing must be in good condition. All needed
repairs must be made prior to being received
in the shop.
Vintage Clothing Stores: A fashion trend for
older clothing has created a real market for 40 to
50 year-old clothing items, which are seldom
found in thrift stores. The trend toward shopping
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vintage clothing stores is in part a return to
natural fibers that were worn before the days of
synthetic fabrics.
Some antique stores occasionally will have a
rack of vintage clothing, such as wedding dresses
and evening wear. Many towns have discovered
they have a profitable market for this type
clothing. Some vintage styles merge very easily
with current fashions, while others are selected
for special-event clothing.
Estate Sales: Estate sales also have used
clothing, but usually with higher prices. You are
more likely to find quality items at these sales.
They are held to liquidate personal and
household possessions of family members. You
may even find new items of clothing that have
not been worn, or vintage clothing and antique
textile items that are a find.
Much of the clothing from these sales usually
belonged to an older person and may sometimes
be in better condition than clothing purchased at
yard sales.

Children's
Clothing
Shops that handle second-hand clothing for
children are worth searching out. Infants and
children outgrow clothing so quickly, it is
frequently in very good condition.
Shop owners say much of their clothing is
bought and sold by people who do not have
strong roots or ties to a community. Consequently
they do not have close friends or family members
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in the community with whom to swap clothing.
Consignment selling is an excellent way for them.
to recover some of the investment in their
children's clothing.
You may find clothing that has not been worn.
The child may have grown so quickly, there was
no opportunity to wear the item. This is
especially true if the garments are seasonal and
of a short wearing span, such as holiday clothing.
If you are interested in a particular brand
name, check the shop several times. The name
brands will probably show up, but they sell
rapidly.
I terns that will not be seen in abundance are
trousers for little boys. These receive too much
wear and tear, especially at the knees, to make it
to a used clothing store.

Teen
Clothing
Persuading teenagers, especially the junior
high age group, to wear used clothing is not easy.
At this age, they are very peer-conscious and
extremely sensitive to comments from. others.
If they know their parents, other family
members, and friends wear second-hand clothing,
it helps to deflate the argument. Teens or youth
who earn some of their spending money can be
encouraged to see how much more their money
will buy at these clothing outlets. This is also an
excellent opportunity to teach how to buy quality
clothing.
During the teen years, the quantity of clothing
is sometimes of greater importance with some
teens than the quality. You may want to point out
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that th~y can have more clothing by buying used
al9thing part of the time.
Other teenagers would rather have name
brand clothing. Show these teens they can
sometimes find quality and brand names in used
clothing at a fraction of the original cost, thus
extending their allowances or income.

Men's
Clothing
Men's clothing is the hardest to find in the used
clothing market. When it can be located, it
represents the area of the the largest saving in
apparel. For this reason, it might be worth your
time and gasoline to frequent yard sales and
other used clothing sales, where it is most li~ely
to be found. A suit or sport coat may be enjoyed
even more when you know what a terrific
bargain you found.
If you are fortunate enough to find men's
clothing, be sure to try it on. Some garments may
have been altered to fit the former owner.

Guidelines for Buying
Used Clothing
• Watch for garments that will fit in with the
existing wardrobes of family members.
Coordinate colors and styles.
• Look for unique fabrics and colors that would
be too expensive if purchased new.
• Examine each article carefully. There are
usually no returns on used clothing.
• Ask to see extra belts or scarves that may be
stored in boxes out of sight.
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• Look through men's clothing. Often you can
find some great buys in garments that have
received little wear.
• Select garments currently in style, so the
wearer will not be uncomfortable wearing
them.
• Look for the cleaning tag. If there is none and
you see soiled areas, ask for a reduction in
price.
• Check the garment carefully for care labels
and laundering instructions. If the care label is
missing, look for fiber content, which will be a
clue to garment care.

• Learn to look quickly through clothing on
racks. When you see something of interest, you
will naturally pause to take a closer look.
• Examine everything about the garment until
you discover a reason to reject it. If you find a
suitable garment, hold on to it until you have
made a final decision.
• The best time to buy from consignment stores
is immediately after consignment days. You
will find more of a selection at these times.
• Become familiar with quality clothing and
designer names so you will recognize an
excellent buy when you see one.
• Try on clothing to make sure the garment fits.
If you are unable to try on the clothing,
measure or compare to a garment you are sure
fits well.
• Stores may have sales, but if you wait for
reduced prices, the garment you want may
have been sold.
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• Take. along a tape measure and a garment that
. fits well. As you enter the store, show the
salesperson any garments you may have
brought with you. If you are shopping for
someone else, bring an accurate list of body
measurements.

• Remember, garments labeled according to size
may have long since shrunk to a sizer smaller. A
skirt with a size 28 waistline could have shrunk to
a size 27.
• Call before you go to find out the types and
sizes of clothing for sale.
• Ask yourself why you are buying the garment.
Is it because it has a designer label and a
greatly reduced price, or is it a garment that
will fit into your wardrobe and one you will
truly enjoy wearing?

Negotiate
Prices
Veteran shoppers of resale clothing make it a
habit to negotiate on sales. Decide what the
garment is worth to you and make an offer.
Unless you know that prices are not negotiable, it
never hurts to ask, especially if you ask politely
and make a reasonable offer.
Generally, owners of household items at yard
sales are more receptive to counter offers than
are resale stores. You may be more likely to get
discounts closer to the end of the sale when many
unwanted items have not sold. It is especially
helpful if you have several items and offer a bill
which does not require change. Be a good sport
no matter what the results.
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Doi
Need It?
"Do I need it? Does it fit? Is it the right size? Is
anything wrong with it? Can I spend this amount
of money?"
All of these are major questions to ask yourself
when buying used clothing. You can easily
become caught up with the spirit of finding
bargains and lose sight of the purpose of the
purchase. Do not buy impulsively.
Think ahead when buying used clothing. To
obtain the most satisfaction from your purchase,
be aware of specific personal and family needs.
Go to a sale prepared; take a tape measure and a
list of needs and measurements.
Use logic when shopping used clothing sales.
Enjoy the unique benefits of this type of
shopping.

Happy Shopping!
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